
Phillipsburg High School 
STUDENT SUPPLY LIST 

 
 
 
General Supplies for ALL classes: 
2 box Kleenex—give to your SA teacher 
Ballpoint pens, blue or black ink 
Pencils 
1 set of earbuds compatible with iPad 
Stylus (optional) 
In addition to the general supplies, students in the following classes will also need these supplies 
 
Accounting 
Calculator 
 
Algebra 1, Algebra A, Algebra B 
Scientific calculator (preferably Texas Instruments TI30 for Alg 1) 
2 Pocket folder and ruler for Algebra 2 
Paper and pencils for Algebra A & B 
 
Anatomy and General Biology 
Scientific Calculator 
Box (50 count or higher) of latex free gloves (nitrile are best) 
Composition notebook (preferably college or quad ruled) 
 
Biology and Earth Science 
1 subject notebook 
Simple calculator 
Highlighter 
 
Business Math 
Simple calculator 
 
Calculus 
Scientific Calculator (preferably a Texas Instruments TI-30X IIS) 
 
Chemistry, College Chemistry, Environmental Science 
Scientific calculator 
Box (50 count or higher) of latex free gloves (nitrile are best) 
Composition notebook (preferably college or quad ruled) 
 
Algebra III/College Algebra 
Scientific calculator 
Paper and pencils 
 
Computer Applications 
2 pocket folder with fasteners 
 
Geometry 
Scientific Calculator (preferably a Texas Instruments TI-30X IIS) 
 



 
 
 
Journalism 
Thumb drive/jump drive for back up of data 
 
Material & processing and Furniture and Cabinet making 
Tape Measurer inexpensive ½” – ¾” and 12 foot or over 
Safety glasses 
Pencil 
 
Personal Finance & Economics  
Simple calculator 
 
Physics 
Scientific calculator 
 
Physical Education, Strength & Conditioning, Adv PE 
Gym shorts 
2 t-shirts 
Non-marking gym shoes 
Towels 
 
Senior Composition/College Composition 
One subject spiral notebook 
 
Spanish 
2-pocket folder  
Headphones/earbuds 
 
Principals of Illustration- This is the first art class you will need to complete before you may 
move on to the other classes.  You do not need new if you already have some of these materials. 
2B pencil 
6B pencil 
Eraser 
Ruler- see-thru would be best but not mandatory 
Paintbrushes- small set for watercolor and acrylic example brush set 
Roll of masking tape  
Colored pencils 24ct or more- get the best you can afford 
Notebook if prefer over Notability or Google tools. 
Sketchbook- does not have to be anything special- could use a notebook if needed 
 

3D- You do not need new if you already have some of these materials. 
Basic set of clay tools- wire, sponge, loop tools, needle tool, rib for example basic set on Amazon 
Masking tape 
Hobby knife 
Something to cut on to keep surfaces safe. Layers of cardboard, cutting board etc 
Elmer’s glue 
Hot glue gun 
Plastic table cloth or similar to protect surfaces 
Notebook if prefer over Notability or Google tools. 
Sketchbook- does not have to be anything special- could use a notebook if needed 



 

Drawing/Painting- You do not need new if you already have some of these materials. 
Various pencils 2B to 6B or Ebony, an eraser for example set from Amazon 
Colored pencils 24 ct or more here are some examples Crayola Signature Blend, Prismacolor Scholar  

colored pencils or Prismacolor Premier Colored Pencils (my preference is the Prismacolor-not 
 mandatory though.) 

Brush set that will work for acrylic, oil, and watercolors example brush set 
12 ct or more set of oil or chalk pastels 
Roll masking tape- any kind 
Sketchbook- does not have to be anything special- could use a notebook if needed, Notebook if prefer  

over Notability or Google tools. 
 

Graphic Design- Much of the work that we do will be on your iPad 
If possible, an apple pencil or similar tool for your iPad would be helpful but not mandatory 
Notebook 
Sketchbook- does not have to be anything special- could use a notebook if needed 
 
FACS Classes 
 
Community Connections: (We will go on a field trip to purchase these items after school starts!) 
 
Quillow:  
2 yds. cotton print fabric for front,  
2 yds. cotton print fabric for back,  
1/2 yd. cotton print contrast fabric for "pillow" portion.   
(total of 4 1/2 yds. for this project... please pre-wash.  NO SLIPPERY FABRIC)  
Crib sized batting  
Matching thread 
Straight pins 
 
Pajama Pants:   
2 1/2 yds cotton fabric NO SLIPPERY FABRIC 
1 yd of 3/4 inch wide non-roll elastic 
Matching Thread 
 
FACS 1: (We will go on a field trip to purchase these items after school starts!) 
 
Pillow:  
1/2 yard fabric (cotton or flannel in print of your choice) 
1/4 yard fabric (cotton or flannel in print of your choice to contrast the other piece) 
Pre-wash the fabric 
NO SLIPPERY FABRIC 
Pillow stuffing 
Matching threads 
Straight Pins 


